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Johnston has done extensive research on these desert species and has reported to us that ma-
ting always stopped when temperature rose above 250C or when humidity fell below 25%, usually
at 10 a.m.) November is a rather mild month and provides the right temperature conditions for
prolonged mating activity. Yet we have seen that D. mettleri does not use afternoon time effi-
ciently. Apparently this would reduce the reproductive potential of this species but since
numbers of D. mettleri are high, although not as high as of D. nigrospiracula, this may be ir-
relevant. As we mentioned above, both species have a very similar morphology, but the more we
study their ecology, the more distinct we find they are 0 This suggests that most of their
differentiation has occurred at the level of behavior, and morphology only plays a role on the
characters involved directly with sexual isolation. More investigation is needed to know the
adaptive (or non-adaptive) meaning of the differential mating activity reported here. However,
as far as we know, this is the first time that such differential behavior has been described
from a natural population of Drosophila.
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We reported that ether resistance of Eth strain
at 24 hours age of adult flies was completely
dominant over sensitivity and that maternal or
cytoplasmic effects were negligible. The locus
of the major gene(s) for the ether resistance
is around 61 on the third chromosome, and the

minor genes are on both the X and the fourth chromosomes (Ogaki et al. 1967).
We have investigated effects of chloroform and halothane on the Eth and the bw; st; svn

strains. Mortality of the Eth strain was 1.3% in females and 1.7% in males, and that of the
bw;st;svn strain was 82% in females and 90% in males in 30 seconds treatment With chloroform.
The LT50 (50% lethal time) of the Eth strain for halothane treatment was 7 minutes in females
and 9.5 minutes in males; that of the bw;st;svn strain was 3.5 minutes in females and 3 minutes
in males. Thus, it can be said that a cross-resistance to ether, chloroform and halothane is
found in the Eth strain. Reciprocal crosses between the Eth and bw;st;svn strains showed that
the resistance to chloroform, as well as to ether, was completely dominant over sensitivity
and that maternal or cytoplasmic effects were negligible. But the resistance to halothane was
an intermediate trait with no maternal or cytoplasmic factors. A major gene with respect to
chloroform res istance is located on the ~ chromosome, and a minor gene ( s) on the second chromo-
some. However, the major gene(s) for halothane resistance is located on the right end of the
third chromosome, which may be different from the major gene of ether resistance, and minor
genes are on the X and second chromosomes. Therefore, resistances to ether, chloroform and
halothane may be controlled by different genes.
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The heat-shock inducible puff regions of 87Aand
87C on the right of the 3rd chromosome have a
special importance in studying gene regulation.
A detailed genetic analysis of these loci is go-
ing on in our laboratory. As a rather limited
number of deficiencies were only available for
these loci (Ish-Horowicz 1977; Costa 1977), we

screened for new deficiencies in the region. Males homozygous for bw eye color mutation on
the 2nd chromosome were irradiated with 4000 r X-rays (150 kV, 0.5 mm Al-filter, 1000 rads/
minute). After irradiation the flies were immediately mated en mass to virgin females homo-
zygous for bw on the 2nd and cu and kar on the 3rd chromosome. The interaction of bw and kar
results in a very characteristic light brown eye color, making it possible to distinguish the
putative deficiencies and point mutations from the wild type progenyo After scoring 63,000


